Scalable solution for projects of any size and duration

- **Comprehensive**: Each project site starts with a standard template that allows users to log and manage documents, including safety information, contract documents, RFI's, submittals, and punch lists.

- **Customizable**: A project team can adapt the standard template to meet project-specific needs or contractual obligations. For example, the team can create custom views and reports to track overdue submittal items or to track progress on RFI's. Users can also extend the PDC application to handle such information as site instructions, equipment logs, and status reports.

PDC reinforces our best business processes to deliver added value for the benefit of all team members.

The PCL family of companies is composed of a number of independent companies which operate in various construction markets or geographic areas.
The latest project management application in the PCL family of companies’ portfolio of systems is PDC Solutions Site (PDC).

This product provides project teams with a secure project-based website designed to provide real-time storage and management of information and ideas in one shared, accessible location.

The result is more efficient management of construction projects and the delivery of consistent, quality service.

**Accessible by all project users 24/7**

- **Centralized** PDC manages paper and electronic files, as well as the business processes which support them, in one web-based location. Users can access the information, whether they’re in the office, or in the field using a hand-held mobile device.

- **Collaborative** Through PDC, all project team members (e.g., project managers, superintendents, owners, consultants, authorities, subcontractors) are able to work collaboratively. Project management staff can set permission or access levels, depending on a user’s role on the team.

- **Efficient** This centralized archive eliminates the confusion associated with having multiple owners with the same files in different file locations. Users are always assured they are working with the most current documentation.

- **Proven** Designed and developed in-house using proven technology, PDC Solutions Site is fully supported by PCL’s in-house systems professionals who are committed to providing reliable, integrated systems for all of our construction stakeholders.

**Streamlines communication process**

- **Effective** Users can create centralized “dashboards” to display information related to various document types to allow them to easily monitor a project’s overall “pulse.” A project manager, for example, might choose to display a list of outstanding tasks, unanswered requests for information (RFIs), or submittals that are being reviewed.

- **Timely** Project team members are instantly notified of new task assignments. The system then tracks the time it takes to respond to and complete these tasks. This built-in workflow capability facilitates timely communication and enhances project delivery.

- **Auditable** PDC automatically tracks the history of all document and information changes. This makes the entire document control process auditable, increasing accountability and cooperation between team members.

- **Searchable** While searching through paper project documentation can be intimidating, it is a simple process using PDC’s built-in search engine. Users can quickly and easily find documents and information to research past events or to determine the status of a task which aids in planning and decision-making.

---

**G. Cameron Burns, OAA**
Shoalts & Zaback Architects Ltd.

“I have found PDC to be an effective tool for the management of communications between team members. Jointly managing a single project record reduces the time associated with administrative tasks, and promotes trust that the entire team is working with the same information and that the record is accurate.”

---

**Jordan Latimer**
PCL Construction Coordinator

“PDC allows the various consulting parties to efficiently provide remarks related to their discipline, to ensure proper design coordination. From a project management point of view, the ability to assign individual tasks and to track progress, helps to ensure accountability within the project team.”